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Letter From the Minister

September 2021

Dear Congregations
Looking back and looking forward…
Looking back – I can’t believe where the time
has gone! During lockdown it felt as if time was
passing ever so slowly, but now, looking back
– it feels as if I lost a year and a half! Where
has the time gone? Looking forward – I’m so excited about everything that lies
ahead!
In Zephaniah 3:17 we read the following: “The Lord your God is with you; his power
gives you victory. The Lord will take delight in you, and in his love he will give you
new life.” Although these words were originally written to Jerusalem, I feel as if they
apply to our churches, and to us and individuals, at this time.
The Covid-19 pandemic is not over. We still need to be careful. But our church doors
can be open again every Sunday, and absolutely everyone is welcome to join us for
worship on a Sunday morning, as well as for the other events that will gradually start
taking place on our church grounds again. We’ve lived through an unprecedented
time, and although all the hardship, pain and sadness will never make sense to us,
we are still here for a reason! God was with us through it all, and he is still with us.
He has given us new life. Let’s use it to glorify his name!
The only restriction still placed upon us is the wearing of face masks. And seeing
that our masks keep us and those around us safe, it’s worth it to wear them. But we
can sing and listen and blether and pray, and even enjoy a cuppa after worship
again – so why not join me and Alison as soon as you can? And please invite friends
and neighbours to come along too. (Services will still be recorded in church for those
who can’t attend.) We have so much to be thankful for – let’s use every single minute
we have!

God bless,
Nanda
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INTERIM MODERATOR
On the 31st of August 2021 the Rev John Povey from Kirk of
Calder, in Mid Calder, retired. Presbytery appointed Nanda as
interim moderator at Kirk of Calder for the foreseeable future.
This means that she will have to lead Session Meetings, make
sure that there is someone to lead worship on Sundays,
conduct funerals as well as pastoral care. Alison will help
Nanda with these responsibilities, while the 2 of them will still
carry on ministering to West Kirk & Polbeth Harwood as
always. We wish the Rev Povey a blessed retirement!

*****
Finally, after 18 months of lockdown and loads of restrictions, we are
now back worshiping in our Churches every week.
Although we must keep wearing masks and keeping Track and Trace
records for a while yet, it is wonderful to able to tell people that
there is no longer any need to book a seat and you can also choose
where to sit.
Now is the time for a fresh start!! If you haven't been to Church
since lockdown we look forward to welcoming you back and, if you
haven't attended for a long time why don't you join us on a Sunday
morning soon? Everyone can be sure of a warm welcome so let's all
come together to worship God and give thanks for all the good things
in our lives. I'm sure you'll agree we have much to be thankful for. EE
YOU SOON!!
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On Sunday 3rd October
our congregations celebrate Harvest Thanksgiving
along with the Church of Scotland’s National Day of Giving
A service of reflection on God’s presence in these challenging times
as well as our thanksgiving as we look forward in hope for the future.
“The Right Kind of Giving”
Food for thought:
The American writer and pastor Matt Laney tells a story of taking his
young son to a burger bar to buy him some fries (chips). As the boy
munched away happily, Matt innocently reached over for a chip.
“Dad!” came the response. “Those are mine!”
Stung by this rebuke, the father alerted the son to a number of factors
which might just be relevant to settling this dispute:
provision of car and of fuel; the ordering of food; the forking out of
hard-earned cash.
A key moment of decision had arrived for the youngster:
At that point he begrudgingly handed over a few measly little fries he
didn’t want anyway.
Whose fries are these? The son’s? Or the father’s? And was the boy’s
giving really any kind of giving at all?
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Genesis 12:1-4 – Into the unknown (Rev Alison Quilter)
12 The LORD had said to Abram, ‘Go from your country, your people and your
father’s household to the land I will show you. 2 ‘I will make you into a great
nation, and I will bless you; I will make your name great, and you will be a
blessing.3 I will bless those who bless you, and whoever curses you I will curse;
and all peoples on earth will be blessed through you.’ 4 So Abram went, as
the LORD had told him.
What are you afraid of? Creepy crawlies? Change – any kind of change?
According to those who claim to know, there is one thing most of us are scared of
still more, and that, quite simply, is the unknown. Familiarity may breed contempt,
but it also brings a sense of security, and the thought of venturing out into
unchartered territory can be more than a little overwhelming, which most of us
prefer to avoid. It can be traumatic enough moving to a new house or starting a
new job – any change more radical than that can be bewildering.
Abram, later to be called Abraham, faced the bewildering task of leaving his
country along with his people to a new land. Comfortably settled in the town of
Haran, he suddenly felt the call to move on. The destination was unclear, as were
any details as to what he might find when he got there. This was to be a step into
the unknown, a journey of faith. Few of us today will be asked to make such a
bold decision, yet there are times when we need to let go of the tried and trusted
nonetheless.
We may be called to a new venture, new responsibilities or a new lifestyle, not
knowing where they might lead or what will be demanded of us. We may be
asked to embrace new ideas or explore new horizons, that once again, we have
no way of quantifying.
The Church of Scotland is undergoing big changes, challenges. Reduction in the
number of Presbyteries, ministry posts reductions, ways of delivering services,
the need for resource sharing and a review of buildings. There will be bumps
along the journey as this transition takes place. Will we be ready to respond if we
believe God is speaking – not putting off a decision in order to weigh up all the
implications, nor brushing aside what we would rather not hear, but following in
faith? We may not know what the future holds but we do know who holds it – let
that be the inspiration for us.
Prayer
Living God, thank you for calling us to a journey of continual new
discoveries and new experiences of your love. Open our eyes to the great
adventure of life and to the unfathomable mysteries of your purpose,
travelling in faith as Abraham travelled, until we reach at last the kingdom
you hold in store for all your people. Amen.
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THANKS FOR A GREAT DAY OUT
I am sure I speak for everyone who attended the car treasure hunt organised
by Lorna and Margaret when I say a huge thanks for a great day.
It was so nice to be able to meet up with everyone after such a long time. The
weather was kind to us as well which meant we could sit outside chatting (with
no masks on so we could see faces again!).
The treasure hunt was so much fun. I should really go back and apologise to
any drivers I got in the way of as it was too easy to forget there were other road
users not on the hunt. They must have wondered why the brakes were being
slammed on but when your passenger screeches STOP you have to obey. Who
knows how long it will be before you see another rowan tree? I will name no
names, but that same passenger was seen later climbing a gate as there was no
way she was returning to base without that bit of wheat!
The children all had a great time on their return to the West Kirk with all the
games and the tuck shop was a welcome sight as well.
I really hope it isn’t too long before we can all get together again for more fun
and games. SANDRA DIXON

KILTWALK FOR POLBETH HARWOOD CHURCH
On Sunday 26th September I will be taking part in the Glasgow Kiltwalk to
raise money for Polbeth Church. Anyone who knows me will understand that
walking 16.5 miles is a HUGE undertaking for me as I do not walk any distance
for anything!
All money I raise will be increased by 50% by The Hunter Foundation so
anything you can spare would make a huge difference.
You can donate online at:
https://fundraising.thekiltwalk.co.uk/fundraising/ScotlandsKiltwalk2021SandraDixon
Or directly to myself or Nanda
Thank you in advance and hopefully see you at the finish line!
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Crabbit old Woman by Phyllis McCormack
What do you see, I ask, what do you see?
What are you thinking when looking at me?
A crabbit old woman, not very wise,
Uncertain of habit, with faraway eyes?
Who dribbles her food and makes no reply
When you say in a loud voice, "I do wish you'd try!"
Who seems not to notice the things that you do,
And forever is missing a stocking or shoe.....
Who, resisting or not, lets you do as you will,
With bathing and feeding, the long day to fill....
Is that what you're thinking? Is that what you see?
Then open your eyes, nurse, you’re no seein’ me.
I'll tell you who I am as I sit here so still,
As I do at your bidding, as I eat at your will.
I'm a small child of ten ... with a father and mother,
Brothers and sisters, who love one another.
A young girl of sixteen, with wings on her feet,
Dreaming that soon now a lover she'll meet.
A bride soon at twenty -- my heart gives a leap,
Remembering the vows that I promised to keep.
At twenty-five now, I have young of my own,
Who need me to guide and a secure happy home.
A woman of thirty, my young now grow fast,
Bound to each other with ties that should last.
At forty, my young sons have grown and are gone,
But my man's here beside me to see I don't mourn.
At fifty once more, babies play round my knee,
Again we know children, my loved one and me.
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Dark days are upon me, my husband is dead;
I look at the future, I shudder with dread.
For my young are all rearing young ones of their own,
And I think of the years and the love that I've known.
I'm now an old woman ... and nature is cruel;
'Tis jest to make old age look like a fool.
The body, it crumbles, grace and vigour depart,
There is now a stone where I once had a heart.
But inside this old carcass a young girl still dwells,
And now and again my battered heart swells.
I remember the joys, I remember the pain,
And I'm loving and living life over again.
I think of the years .... all too few, gone too fast,
And accept the stark fact that nothing can last.
So open your eyes, nurse, open and see,
Not a crabby old woman; look closer ... see ME!!
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A Nurse’s reply “To the Crabbit Old Woman”
What do we see, you ask, what do we see?
Yes, we are thinking when looking at thee!
We may seem to be hard when we hurry and fuss
But there's many of you, and too few of us.
We would like far more time to sit by you and talk
To bath you and feed you and help you to walk
To hear of your lives and the things you have done
Your childhood, your husband, your daughter, your son.
But time is against us, there's too much to do Patients too many, and nurses too few.
We grieve when we see you so sad and alone
With nobody near you, no friends of your own
We feel all your pain, and know of your fear
That nobody cares now your end is so near.
But nurses are people with feelings as well
And when we're together you'll often hear tell
Of the dearest old Gran in the very end bed
And the lovely old Dad and the things that he said
We speak with compassion and love, and feel sad
When we think of your lives and the joy that you've had.
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When the time has arrived for you to depart
You leave us behind with an ache in our heart
When you sleep the long sleep, no more worry or care
There are other old people, and we must be there
So please understand if we hurry and fuss
There are many of you and so few of us!!
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Why not add some colour to this picture, and some colour
back into your weekly routine, our Church needs you!
We miss you, and Nanda extends a very warm welcome to
join us all now that the road to Church is smooth once more.
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Sunday Club and JAM Club …..Welcome Back
We have missed you all and are so looking forward to catching up with
you all after the summer break!
Some things will have changed a little and some things may have
changed a lot but one thing stayed the same throughout, Jesus was
watching over us all the time.
We have a new start with new adventures to explore! Let’s make plans
together as we make up for all our missed opportunities over the last
year! And we
need you and
your friends
to join us to
make this all
possible.
Just a wee
reminder
about times:
Sunday Club:
9:45am –
West Kirk
JAM Club:
11:15am Polbeth
Harwood
Bible Class:
First Sunday
of the month
– West Kirk
P7 upwards
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September Crossword

Clues Across
1 ‘Through [Christ] we have gained …. by faith into this grace’
(Romans 5:2) (6)
4 Deprives of sight (Deuteronomy 16:19) (6)
8 The words of a hymn do this (mostly) (5)
9 Faithful allegiance (1 Chronicles 12:33) (7)
10 Belgium’s chief port (7)
11 Where John was baptizing ‘because there was plenty of water’
(John 3:23) (5)
12 Imposing height (Psalm 48:2) (9)
17 Jesus’ tempter in the wilderness (Mark 1:13) (5)
19 Comes between Amos and Jonah (7)
21 ‘Your will be done’ … as it is in heaven’ (Matthew 6:10) (2,5)
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22 Gale (Matthew 8:24) (5)
23 Axle, eh? (anag.) (6)
24 ‘Out of the… I cry to you, O Lord’ (Psalm 130:1) (6)

Clues Down
1 Popular Christian author and humourist, Plass (6)
2 Transparent ice-like mineral (Revelation 4:6) (7)
3 Method of compelling surrender by surrounding target of attack (2
Chronicles 32:1) (5)
5 Expose (Isaiah 52:10) (3,4)
6 Lonny (anag.) (5)
7 Utterance (1 Timothy 1:15) (6)
9 Husband of Deborah, the prophetess (Judges 4:4) (9)
13 Burial service (Jeremiah 34:5) (7)
14 What Christ threatened to do to the lukewarm church in Laodicea
(Revelation 3:16) (4,3)
15 Simon Peter climbed aboard and dragged the net (John 21:11) (6)
16 His response to Jesus’ decision to return to Judea was ‘Let us also
go, that we may die with him’ (John 11:16) (6)
18 There will be weeping and gnashing of … (Matthew 8:12) (5)
20 Walkway between rows of pews in a church (5)
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Teen Time
Teen time starts for a new term for age group primary 7 upwards:

When: Sunday evenings
Time:

6:30pm to 7:30pm

Where: West Kirk Church Hall
Dates: 12th Sep, 10th Oct, 21st Nov, 12th Dec
We look forward to seeing you there for fun, friendship, games, invited guest
speakers and more importantly, in a fun way, getting to know about Jesus.

**************

Crossword answers from edition 132

ACROSS
1 Mosaic; 4 Scales; 7 Cana; 8 Claudius; 9 Sadducee; 13 SLM; 16 Self-confident; 17 Sad; 19
Radiuses; 24 Shepherd; 25 Bind; 26 Astern; 27 Arthur

DOWN
1 Mock; 2 Sandalled; 3 CICCU; 4 Share; 5 Aide; 6 Equal; 10 Décor;11 Caned; 12 Elihu; 13
Sherebiah; 14 Moth; 15 Uses; 18 Ashes; 20 ASEAN; 21 India; 22 Apse; 23 Eder
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A man was being tailgated by a woman on a busy road. Suddenly the
traffic light turned to amber, so he stopped.
The woman was furious as she felt they could both have beaten the
red light, so she started screaming and making some very rude
gestures out of her window.
Just then, a police officer asks her to leave the car and, putting her in
handcuffs, takes her to the station where she is photographed and
has her fingerprints taken.
When the arresting officer eventually comes in to see her, she is livid
and demands to know why she was arrested. The officer replied very
calmly. “I am so sorry for the mistake madam. You see, I pulled up
behind your car while you were blowing your horn, flipping off the guy
in front of you and cursing like a sailor. I noticed the “What Would Jesus
Do” bumper sticker, the “Choose Life” licence plate holder, the “Follow
Me to Sunday-School” bumper sticker and the chrome-plated Christian
fish emblem on the boot. Naturally….I assumed you had stolen the
car.”

Watch your thoughts, they become words
Watch your words, they become actions
Watch your actions, they become habit
Watch your habits, they become character
Watch your character; it becomes your destiny
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The General Assembly 2021 – ‘This is not an easy ask’
An Update
In last month’s issue, the article detailed the decisions taken
at the General Assembly concerning the radical reforms
which are deemed necessary for the future operational
survival of the Church.
As explained, West Lothian presbytery will see a 40%
reduction in ministry posts to 17. To this end, the Presbytery
has been divided into four ‘Mission Districts’ and
representatives from all the congregations have been holding
preliminary meetings within their relevant districts to find
common ground to achieve this reduction in posts whilst
safeguarding congregations and looking to build for the
future – no easy task!
Our linked parish is part of a district which includes Kirk of
Calder, East Calder & Kirknewton, Livingston Old & Deans St
Andrews and Livingston United Parishes. This district has to
lose one full time equivalent post and each of the Kirk
Sessions will be discussing suggestions put forward by the
Mission District group at their next meeting and their
comments fed back to the group. Any members of our
congregations are welcome to contact Nanda with questions
or suggestions.
The reduction of posts in the other three Mission Districts is
much more drastic, with some having to lose half of their
existing posts.
Presbytery planning committee hope to have an overall draft
plan ready by November, prior to the merger with Edinburgh
Presbytery on 1st January 2022.
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Limericks
We are still looking for any budding poets out there to come up with some
limericks. Here are a few to get us started. Can you do better? Send yours to
Nanda to be included in our next edition.

This lockdown has got me quite floored
I’ve read all the books that I stored.
And even at stages,
I’ve read yellow pages!
Do you think I’m a wee bit bored?
*******
There once was a wee Glasgow Gal
Who loved going out with her pal
Along came a lockdown
To make her wee face frown
But the easing has raised her morale
*****
I started at kirk as a wain
And sometimes I thocht it a pain
But look at me noo
Back sat in a pew
And lovin’ the sermons again.
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Life and Work Sunday
Life and Work: The Magazine of the Church of Scotland

If there is one individual who can be said to have shaped the Church
of Scotland of the 20th century, it is probably the minister and
theologian Archibald Charteris (1835-1908).
Charteris, Moderator of the General Assembly in 1892, was
instrumental in the founding of the Guild, restoring the office of
Deaconess in the Church, and helping to establish the national social
care initiative that would evolve into the Social Care Council
(CrossReach).
And in amongst all that, he found time to start a magazine.
Charteris, and his Committee on Christian Life and Work, identified
that there was a demand for a distinctively Scottish Christian
magazine for ministers to circulate in their parishes, complaining that
the many English publications were ‘very nearly unintelligible to the
untravelled Scot’.
The General Assembly of May 1878 was persuaded, and eight
months later Life and Work was born.
Later editors would recall that the new publication faced scepticism
and even ridicule from elements of the Church establishment but,
distributed through the parish churches with a supplement for local
news, Life and Work quickly became part of the furniture and - with
the exception of a two-month break because of a printer’s strike in
1959 – it has published monthly ever since.
Typically, Charteris handed over the editorship and moved on to his
next project after a year, but by then he had established the
template that in many ways remains to this day: news of the Church
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at local, national and international level, commentary on the key
issues of the day from a Scottish Christian perspective, spiritual
guidance and Bible study, interviews and profiles of key figures
within the Church.
At the union with the United Free Church of Scotland in 1929, the
churches’ magazines merged too, becoming ‘Life and Work: the
Record of the Church of Scotland’. Colour started to appear on the
covers of the 1950s, and the magazine eventually went full colour in
1996.
With the editor answerable only to the General Assembly for the
content of the magazine, Life and Work has never been a
conventional ‘in-house’ publication or the mouthpiece of the Church
hierarchy. Instead, it has been positioned as a critical friend: always
wanting the best for the organisation, but free to publish negative
opinion or to stray outside the official line.
With the coming of the internet it moved online, firstly on Facebook
and Twitter and then with the launch of www.lifeandwork.org, which
offers up-to-date news, exclusive features and extracts from the
magazine. You can now also read the whole magazine in digital form.
But however you choose to read, Life and Work remains an essential
news source and platform for discussion for the whole Church.
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Life and Work Sunday
Life and Work – an appreciation

Within the Church of Scotland it is easy to be proud of the fact that
we are Presbyterian, when actually, many of us, whether we are
aware of it or not, are in fact Congregationalist! For most of the time
our focus is on our congregation, our minister and our building.
There is nothing wrong with taking the local seriously. Indeed if we
don’t the danger is that we become spectators rather than
participants. But we shouldn’t stop there. We can be immeasurably
enriched as we learn more about other churches, their stories,
insights and experience. We can support them in prayer and other
ways when they face challenges. We can learn from them and be
inspired by them as they take opportunities to do new things or
things in a new way.

One of the best ways of learning about the churches that make up
the Church of Scotland is by reading Life & Work. Monthly through
the post or electronically, and more frequently on social media, it
helps its readers to feel part of something bigger than the local
church. The articles range over a number of areas. We can read
reports on what has been going on or briefings about what is going
to happen soon. We are given cameos on places and people within
our church or who have taken their faith into the public arena. Issues
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are discussed and insights given on aspects of the faith. The letters from
the reader’s page reminds us how seriously people take their faith and
how passionately they feel about it.

I have found over the years that it has enlarged my understanding of the
Church I am glad to serve. It is given me material to reflect on that shows
the width of our Church. There has been a warmth in it which has meant
that I have felt included “as part of the family.” It has helped me keep in
touch. It has made me not only part of a Church of Scotland congregation
but part of the Church of Scotland.

Very Rev Colin A M Sinclair
Moderator of the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, 2019
***********************************
To celebrate Life and Work Sunday and support the magazine of the Church of Scotland we are
offering new subscribers the choice of two money saving subscription offers.

Annual PRINT Subscription
Buy 12 issues for the price of 10 and pay ONLY £30
Purchase and save at www.lifeandwork.org/subscribe using promotion code LWS2021

Annual DIGITAL Subscription
Receive 34% OFF when you buy 12 issues and pay ONLY £13.99
Purchase and save at https://pktmags.com/lwspromo
Promotions valid until 30 September 2021
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SIMPSON HOUSE
The authors of a series of historical thrillers returned to the scene of
one of the world's greatest medical discoveries to read extracts from
their new novel during the Edinburgh Book Festival.
Chris Brookmyre and his wife Dr Marisa Haetzman, who write as a
couple under the pseudonym Ambrose Parry, showcased "A
Corruption of Blood" at Simpson House in Edinburgh. The book
interweaves the life of Sir James Young Simpson and is centred
around the Queen Street property where he made his famous
discovery of the impact of inhaling chloroform which is the first
widely used anaesthetic.
It is said that Sir James
served willing dinner party
guests the fluid warmed in
hot water to create vapour
which had them "under the
mahogany in a trice".

Today, the historic house is used by CrossReach, the operating name
of the Social Care Council of the Church of Scotland, to run
"empowering, transforming and innovating" counselling support
services for people affected by drug use.
Dr Haeztman, a consultant anaesthetist whose research for her
master's degree on the history of medicine uncovered the material
for the Victorian-era novels, said: "We have visited 52 Queen Street
so many times in our imaginations. It is a thrill to be able to visit in
person and to support the vital work of CrossReach at Simpson
House."
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Pioneer
Sir James, a celebrated obstetrician who was the Queen's physician
in Scotland, discovered the anaesthetic properties of chloroform in
1847. His ideas and stance on pain-free childbirth were met with
opposition from some quarters but were silenced in 1853 when
Queen Victoria gave birth to her eighth child, Prince Leopold, after
the successful administration of chloroform.
Sir James lived in the property from 1845 until his death in 1870 and
the Simpson family gifted the property to the Church of Scotland in
1916. Over the years it has had many uses including being
requisitioned by the army during the Second World War, a centre for
training Sunday School teachers in the 1950s and was converted into
a centre for counselling and recovery services in 1985.
Therapeutic support
Craig Miller, managing co-ordinator of CrossReach Children and
Families Services, said: "The echoes of Dr Simpson reverberate
throughout the walls in this remarkable building from which we have
the pleasure of offering our CrossReach Counselling Services.
"Clients often describe Simpson House as welcoming, solid, open and
grounded. A space from which it feels possible to safely contemplate
sharing their own, often very personal and intimate stories which are
often not shared with another soul out loud.
"As a base for Counselling and Therapeutic Support, Simpson House
acts as the container to hold and respect a wide array of touching,
inspiring and remarkable individual stories through play therapy, art
therapy, counselling and psychotherapy."
CrossReach, the jewel in the crown of the Church, is one of the
largest and most diverse voluntary sector social care organisations in
Scotland and offers a wide range of cradle to the grave services.
Last month, new figures revealed that 1,339 people died of drugrelated deaths in Scotland in 2020.
The rate is a 5% increase on the previous year and the highest on
record.
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Parish Record
Deaths
Jesus said “I am the resurrection and the life.”

9th July – George Copland, Meadowhead Crescent, Addiewell
19th July – James Porter, Faraday Place, Addiewell
20th July – Christina McCarthy, Polbeth Terrace, West Calder
3rd August – Louie Ewing, Langside Gardens, Polbeth
8th August – Diane Burns, Hartwood Road, West Calder
To all who have lost a loved one we extend our sincere
sympathies and prayers.

Caring Father
We thank you for the way you protect
and enfold us every moment of every day.
Be especially with all those
whose journey through life
is hard, dangerous, exhausting or confused.
In the days ahead
help us to put our trust in you
as we journey into the future
with all that it may hold.
Amen.
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CHURCH CALENDAR
EVENTS SEPTEMBER
THURSDAY 2ND

BOARD & SESSION

WEST KIRK

19:00

SUNDAY 5TH

HOLY COMMUNION

WEST KIRK

09:45

POLBETH

11:15

BIBLE CLASS

WEST KIRK

09:45

MORNING WORSHIP

WEST KIRK

09:45

POLBETH

11:15

SUNDAY 12TH

BOARD & SESSION

POLBETH AFTER WORSHIP

TEEN TIME

WEST KIRK

18:30

MORNING WORSHIP

WEST KIRK

09:45

POLBETH

11:15

BAPTISM

WEST KIRK

09:45

MORNING WORSHIP

POLBETH

11:15

WEDNESDAY 29TH MD3 GROUP MEETING POLBETH

19:30

SUNDAY 19TH

SUNDAY 26TH

THURSDAY 30TH BIBLE STUDY

ZOOM

EVENTS OCTOBER
SUNDAY 3RD

SUNDAY 10TH

SUNDAY 17TH

HARVEST

WEST KIRK

09:45

THANKSGIVING

POLBETH

11:15

BIBLE CLASS

WEST KIRK

09:45

MORNING WORSHIP

WEST KIRK

09:45

POLBETH

11:15

TEEN TIME

WEST KIRK

18:30

MORNING WORSHIP

WEST KIRK

09:45

POLBETH

11.15
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